Objective
The student will match final phonemes to graphemes.

Materials
- Target final sound objects
- Non-target final sound objects
- Bag
  *Place all objects in the bag.*
- Student sheet
  *Write the target sound letter in the upper left hand corner.*
- Pencil

Activity
Students sort, illustrate, and write the final sounds of objects.
1. Place the bag of objects on a flat surface. Provide the student with a student sheet.
2. The student selects one object from the bag, names it, and says its final sound (e.g., “mug, /g/”).
3. Names the target letter, says its sound (e.g., “g, /g/”), and determines if the final sound of the object corresponds.
4. If it matches, illustrates object in target letter column. If it does not match, illustrates object in ☓ column. Writes letter for final sound beside it.
5. Continues until all objects are sorted and illustrated.
6. Teacher evaluation

Extensions and Adaptations
- Use other target final sound objects.
- Use initial or medial sound objects.